Grades K-4
EXPOSURE PHASE
This early, in-school component of Success Academy Soccer provides the base to our developmental pyramid. Exposing our youngest players to the game, this essential part of the model gives every scholar access to the game, and puts the ‘fun’ in fundamentals.

Grades 1-4
SCHOOL TEAMS
Starting in first grade, players who show exceptional excitement, skill, athletic ability, and coachability are selected for school teams that meet after school and train alongside other Success Academy schools on weekends.

Grades 2-4
ES NETWORK TEAMS
Starting in second grade, highest performing school team players are selected to participate in Network programming, where they’re introduced to outside competition through games and tournaments against top youth clubs and academies. Each of these ES Network teams practices 3 times per week, including weekends.

Grades 5-8
MS SELECTIVE SOCCER PROGRAMMING
Selective middle school programming offers a unique opportunity to differentiate the programmatic offerings. This model allows us to pool our resources and offer specialized advanced soccer programming for our highest-flying scholars and that have been specifically selected based on their development through our player pipeline.

Grades 9-12
HIGH SCHOOL (ACADEMY)
Our high school component is our most competitive and dynamic. Offering a comprehensive soccer and academic experience, players that transition into this environment continue to build upon their soccer craft while receiving individual performance planning to prepare them for the next phase of their life journey beyond Success Academy.